A software platform for statistical evaluation of patient respiratory patterns in radiation therapy.
The aim of this work was to design and evaluate a software tool for analysis of a patient's respiration, with the goal of optimizing the effectiveness of motion management techniques during radiotherapy imaging and treatment. A software tool which analyses patient respiratory data files (.vxp files) created by the Varian Real-Time Position Management System (RPM) was developed to analyse patient respiratory data. The software, called RespAnalysis, was created in MATLAB and provides four modules, one each for determining respiration characteristics, providing breathing coaching (biofeedback training), comparing pre and post-training characteristics and performing a fraction-by-fraction assessment. The modules analyse respiratory traces to determine signal characteristics and specifically use a Sample Entropy algorithm as the key means to quantify breathing irregularity. Simulated respiratory signals, as well as 91 patient RPM traces were analysed with RespAnalysis to test the viability of using the Sample Entropy for predicting breathing regularity. Retrospective assessment of patient data demonstrated that the Sample Entropy metric was a predictor of periodic irregularity in respiration data, however, it was found to be insensitive to amplitude variation. Additional waveform statistics assessing the distribution of signal amplitudes over time coupled with Sample Entropy method were found to be useful in assessing breathing regularity. The RespAnalysis software tool presented in this work uses the Sample Entropy method to analyse patient respiratory data recorded for motion management purposes in radiation therapy. This is applicable during treatment simulation and during subsequent treatment fractions, providing a way to quantify breathing irregularity, as well as assess the need for breathing coaching. It was demonstrated that the Sample Entropy metric was correlated to the irregularity of the patient's respiratory motion in terms of periodicity, whilst other metrics, such as percentage deviation of inhale/exhale peak positions provided insight into respiratory amplitude regularity.